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The behind-the-scenes story of a simple outdoor
advertising sign that has helped locate 334
missing children (and counting)
Optimized signs in 151 Minor League Baseball stadiums helped 83% more missing kids being safely
located

JACKSONVILLE, Fla., Aug. 10, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- USA Today recently published a full-page story in the USA
Today Sports Weekly magazine about Jacksonville-based nonprofit The BairFind Foundation – Minor league
ballpark signs raise awareness on missing kids. Founded by former minor league pitcher Dennis Bair in 2010,
the nonprofit features more than 1,000 missing children every night on its concourse stadium signs in minor
league ballparks.

"It is sports marketing — we are leveraging the power of sports," is how Dennis described BairFind in the article.
"Minor League Baseball has been our proving ground. We're doing something the families cannot do for
themselves, which is to get pictures of their missing children out there to millions."

MECLABS Institute took on BairFind as a pro bono Research Partner after the 2016 baseball season to, in
addition to optimizing the nonprofit's website, optimize its signs as well.

"We wanted to find a way to support our community and were inspired to tap into a fan base that has an
opportunity to make an impact nationally," said Ashley Lazo, Director of Marketing, MECLABS Institute.

Jacksonville-based MECLABS has developed patented methodologies to improve the communication of
messaging to consumers. These methodologies are taught in the University of Florida/MECLABS Communicating
Value and Web Conversion graduate certificate program and utilized by MECLABS in services engagements to
help companies improve conversion by discovering how to better serve their customers.

The story of how MECLABS used its methodology to optimize the signs was published on MarketingExperiments
in the article The Behind-The-Scenes Story Of How We Optimized Outdoor Advertising That Was Featured In A
USA Today Articles, by Daniel Burstein.

"Dennis is such a passionate advocate for safely locating missing children. However, like marketers at major
companies, he is so focused on his 'product,' that it is hard for him to step back and see the message through
the customer's eyes," said Daniel Burstein, Senior Director, Content, MECLABS Institute. "By taking a customer-
first marketing approach, we simply brought a customer lens to the sign and made slight modifications to help a
busy, distracted baseball fan connect with the message in the few moments the sign has to grab their
attention."

"The feedback from all of the GMs [general managers] of the Minor League Baseball teams, the fans and the
league presidents has been 100%: 'Wow! Holy moly, these signs are sharp!' Thanks to MECLABS, they are even
more impressed with us and even prouder to feature our signs in their ballparks," Bair said.

For questions regarding the article, supporting the BairFind cause or the MECLABS methodology, please contact
Erin Donker at erin.donker@meclabs.com.

About BairFind

The BairFind Foundation is a tax exempt 501(c)(3) non-profit organization whose mission is to find missing
children. BairFind produces high definition, attractive signs for sports stadiums and arenas that feature photos
of each city's missing children. BairFind signs are placed in high visibility areas and are seen by millions of
sports fans each season, greatly increasing the chances that featured children will be safely located. Visit
www.BairFind.org or follow BairFind on Twitter: @BairFind

About MECLABS Institute 
Founded in 1997 and based in Jacksonville, Florida, MECLABS Institute is the world's largest research institute
dedicated to discovering how people make choices.

MECLABS has been involved in direct Research Partnerships with companies throughout Asia, Europe and the
Americas since 2001. As an institute focused on offer-response optimization particularly in the field of value
exchange, the Institute is dedicated to taking an academic approach to improving the discipline of marketing by
teaching its discoveries through workshops, online learning and a graduate-level program in partnership with
the University of Florida.
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MECLABS' two publishing subsidiaries – MarketingExperiments and MarketingSherpa – publish experiments and
provide insights to the marketing community.

For more information about MECLABS, visit https://meclabs.com/ or follow MECLABS on LinkedIn.
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